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LAS VEGAS DAILY Of TIC. 8ATURDAY,

also had told him that Cobb was justified and that he knew several Jew
A
York men who would make affidavit
that the language of the spectator
wag foul and insulting. Connie Mackj
TO
manager of the Philadelphia team
made this statement:
"I know from my own experience as
a ball player that one gets little sympathy from the grand stand and far
less from the bleachers and some of
DARROW
MAN
EXDHNED IN
DESERT MANAGEMENT IN A BODY the things a big league player is
TRIAL
80 CHARACTERIZES
forced to listen to make one's blool
WHEN COBB 18 NOT REboll in resentment; yet I think they
OF LOCKWOOD.
BRIBERY
INSTATED.
can adopt more telling tactics than
by going into the spectators' reservaINTRODUCED
IS
MAKESHIFT TEAM MADE UP tions and dealing out summary pur. POLITICS

"LOOKED LIKE

TIGERS

DETROIT

FRAMElfSAYS

REFUSE

JUROR

PLAY

PHILADELPHIA
AGAIN8T

AMERICANS

AMATEUR

GO

OR-

GANIZATION.

STATESMEN STANDBY PLAYER
SENATOR8 AND REPRESENTATIVES SEND MES-

GEORGIA'S

SAGE TO TYRUS.

Ishmervt."
Cobb, after reading President John-

VENIREMAN

WHO BO08TED

FOR EUGENE

TAKES
JURYMAN

EXCUSE8

ATTORNEY

STATES

son's statement, said:
"Johnson has always believed himself to be infallible. He suspends a
man first and investigates afterwards.
It should be the reverse. '
Several of the Detroit players
said plans were being perfected to
take the striking team on a barnstorming trip. They say they will
quit the league and play exhibition
games until the suspension matter
is settled.
Manager Jennings nays he nas
a team of five
and four amateurs for today's
game. In addition he will himself
fill one position and Jim" McGuIre,
his assistant, and ",Ioe"Sugden, an
old timer, will also be in the game.
The battery will be a young PhilaJendelphia pitcher and McGuire.
man
for
the
$50
each
nings promised
day's work and one has already demanded $?5. He said that if the nine
players did not show up, and tne regulars refused to play, he would ask
for volunteers from the stands.

A
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CRACK AT
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RATHER

MAY

CITY EDITION.

18, 1812.

REUF CHARGE8 DROPPED.
San Francisco, May 18. In obedience to the mandate of the state appellate court, Superior Judge Frank
H. Dunne today dismissed the 24 indictments remaining against Abraham Ruef, former political boss of
San Francisco, now serving a sentence of 14 years in Man Quent.n
penitentiary for complicity in the
corruption In municipal affairs which
was uncovered In 1906.
Judge Dtnne Included in his order
of dismissal all of the indictments
remaining from the days of the graft
prosecution except 24 against former
Mayor Eugene E. Schmitz and 10
against Louis Glass of the Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph company,
which will be passed upon bv Superior Judge William P. Lawler m the
near future.
Judge Dunne's action removed the
last legal obstacle to the filing of a
petition for Ruef's parole, the California statutes providing that no prisoner may be paroled while indictments are outstanding against him. A
movement for Ruef's parole has
on the ground that Ruef alone
should not suffer. Ruef and Eugene
E. Schmitz, mayor of San Francisco
at the time of the fire, were indicted
in May, 1907, and convicted of havfng
accepted bribes of $50,000 each in
what was known as the trolley an I
gas franchise cases.
he-gu- n

A CRAZED MAN HE

WILL GO TO
DEATH
MIND OF CONDEMNED MURDERER
OF AVI8 LINNELL BEGINNING
TO WEAKEN

UNSYMPATHETIC "SYMPATHY"
HIS
BY
BURIED
BODY CANNOT BE
HI8 MOTHER

MAN

HE IS

TELLS

PLUNGED IN ANGUISH

OF
ATTEMPTED CONSOLATION
RELIEVE
NOT
DOES
FRIENDS

the prisoner's room late in the morn
ing, but Richeson was asleep and the
food was taken away. Chaplain Stebbins remained near the little Iron cot
upon which the condemned man rested, ready at a moment's notice to offer him consolation. The Rev. Dr.
Johnson went Into the death house,
but did not awaken Richeson. He remained by the cot after a short conference with the Warden Bridges and
INVESTIGATING
COMMISSIONER
the chaplain.
TROUBLES IN 8AN DIEGO CON-

IS

SQUARE DEAL

FOR

URGED

I.W.OF W.

TO UNVEIL IBSEN

BUST

St. Paul, Minn., May 18. Represenirom points
tative Scandinavians
throughout the northwest are here to
attend the unveiling tomorrow of the
bronze bust of Nenrik Ibsen, the fa
mous Norwegian poet. The unveiling
will take place In Como Park. The
Norwegians of St. Paul raised the
money for the erection of the bust,
which was modeled by Jacob FjeMe,
the noted Norwegian sculptor. Professor J. E. Olson of the University of
Wisconsin will deliver the principal
address at the unveiling.
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contest
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possession of all things that he may
the former McN'amara detective, and elections sprung a fake
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(Continued on Page Five)
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enough money at this! to buy clothing and books that he( needed and to
pay his tuition for the second year.
The second summer he worked as
a "bell hop" at one of the Harvey
A
hotels until he had made enough to
buy a camera and then he traveled
around on foot and made pictures of
houses and persons atad horses.
The third summer he sold a musical instrument.
KANSAS BOY HAS WORKED HIMThe experiences of those three sumSELF INTO AN ESTABLISHmers proved to Klttell that he was a
ED BUSINESS.
good salesman and in the fall of 1909,
when the chance came to buy a
Kansas is a land of opportunity for small store in Manhattan, he took It,
the boy who yearns for a college edu paying down $400 that he had saved
cation but has no money. Forty per and giving his notes for the balance.
cent of the young men in the Kansas
He brightened up the store with a
8tate Agricultural college in Manhat- new plate glass window in front and
tan began their college terms with- he named it the "Varsity Store." He
out money and are working their way sold books and
athletic goods and
otuer things that the students needed
through.
How do they do it?
and he hired a tailor to make clothing
In different ways. Not all of them for the students and to press and
do as well as Elmer Klttell has. But clean their clothing.
the story of how he worked hiB way
All the time that he could spare
through will Illustrate the possibili- from the college and his studies he
ties.
spent In the store and he learned (.be
Klttell had not money enough to tailoring business so well that he Is
buy an extra pair of shoes when he now one of the best tailors in Man
entered the college five years ago. hattan. Last fall he got the contract
He has not only got an education In for making the uniforms for the cadet
that time, for he will be graduated corps of the college and to help him
with a degree in June, but he has he hired two tailors and another stu
established a business of $10,000 a dent.
Now He Employs Ten Persons.
year besides, and he is on the road
to fortune.
The business grew so that he" bad
Having gone to Manhattan solely to get a larger store, and last Janu
for an education that would fit him ary he moved,, and he added ready
for a career, he has found both the made clothing to his stock. The
s
education and the career and he will
kept on growing and some days
remain in the college town after he he would sell more than $100 worth
Is graduated.
of goods. He employed a shoemaker
When Opportunity Laid Rather Low. and began .cobbling the shoes of the
After he had entered the college he students.
He had a substation of
had a hard time finding something to the postoffice put in his shop for the
do that some one would pay money convenience of the students, and he
for. The first job he got was to car- began selling express money orders
ry some chickens for a woman from
Recently he opened a branch of his
one part of town to another. He put tailoring business In another part of
them in a sack and when he reached the town.
f
the end of his Journey
Now he hires two tr ors, a shoe
of the
chickens were dead. When he asked maker, two clerks, two helpers, a
the woman for the 25 cents she had delivery boy, a stenographer besides
asreed to pay him she grabbed the himself.
broom and demanded that he pay her
One would think that Kittell would
for the chickens he had smothered have enough to do if he went to
to death.
school and managed his store. But
The very next night, which was a he finds time for other things. He lb
cold one, he put the lighted electric a member of the staff of the Stu
bulbs beneath his bed covers to keep ents' Herald, a college paper pub
his feet warm. He was awakened In lished by students; a member of the
the night by a smell of burning cloth Y. M. C. A. cabinet, of the college
and found big holes burned In the band and choir;
he conducts the
sheets and blankets. The landlady singing in the Sunday school and Ep
demanded pay for her ruined bed worth league of the Methodist church,
clothing. When he told her that he besides leading the Sunday school or
had no money she asked:
chestra; he is a member of the col
"How then do you expect to pay me lege choral union, dramatic club, litfor your board?"
erary society and chairman of the
Ho answered that he expected to board of directors of the West End
get a job and earn the money.
Commercial club. He has never miss"Well," she said; "you find another ed a day of school because of his
boarding place and when you get the work.
job you expect, you come around and
Klttell says these things have given
pay me for the sheets you spoiled."
him the success that has come up 10
A few days later he found a place
this time: "Advertising and nard
to do chores for his meals and lodg
work, seeing and graBping every oping and that solved the problem of portunity to supply my trade with
living.
the things people want.''
The second year he "waited on ta
He says: "I like the work. There
ble" in a boarding house. The third is
nothing I have done that I like
year, during the school term he was better. One of the worst disadvansteward of a boarding house.
tages I have to contend with is that
In the summers of those years, dur- I have to hire men older than
myself
ing the vacation season, he worked to conduct the business of the store
at other things, which, he says, gave while I am at school. These men,
him an education as valuable as that
sometimes, do not like to take orders
he was paying for at the college. from me because I am
younger."
Then he picked up the experience
man is only
The student-busines- s
in
to
he successful
that fitted him
25 years old.
After graduation next
business later.
June, Mr. Kittell intends to push his
A Few Things He Did.
trade, knowing he can Increase it
The first summer he sold photo- when he has all of his time to
give to
graphs of famous scenes, and a con- the work.
trivance with magnifying glasses in
it through which one looked and saw
DREADNOUGHT TEXAS LAUNCHED
the pictures enlarged. He cleared
Newport News, Va May 18. Greet
ed by a chorvs of steam whistles and
cheered on by an enthusiastic assem
HOW ONE
blage of 20,000 spectators the 27,000
ton battleship Texas, twin sister of the
WOMAN WON New York, buildingHornat the Brooklyn
navy yard, glided
her ways today at the yards of the Newport News
Her Health and Strength Back Shipbuilding and Dry Dock company
As the nig vessel swept down to
Again by The Use of Cardui.
meet the water of the James River
Miss Claudia Lyon, daughter of
Tampa, Fla In a letter from this Colonel Cecil Lyon, a wealthy ranch
city, Mrs. E. C. Corum writes: "I was owner and
republican national com
all weakened and worn out with wo
manly troubles. My husband brought mitteeman for Texas, broke the tra
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from ditional bottle of
champagne and forthe first day, it seemed to help.
I had almost lost my reason, but, mally named the ship. Grouped about
thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon. I the sponsor on the official stand were
felt and looked like a new woman. I numerous
represeotatives of the state
I
think the remedy is wonderful.
recommend it to my friends, for I have of Texas, together with Secretary Mareceived great benefit from it"
yer and, a number of other officials of
Cardui acts specifically on the weakened womanly organs, strengthening the navy department and high off!
the muscles and nerves, and building cers of the navy.
them up to health.
The Texas is designed to be the
ner-ou-s
It helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
and most formidable warship
system and relieves the effects of largest
afloat. Her displacement
is nearly
overwork, both mental and physical.
Fifty years' successful use fully four times as great as the old battle
prove the merit of this purely vege- ship of the same name. Her total cost
table, tonic remedy for women.
In every community, there live some will be in the neighborhood of $14
who have been benefited by Cardui.
000,000.
She will be the first warship
The beneflaial effects of this time of the American
navy to carry a bat
tested woman's remedy, soon show
Her contract
tery of
themselves in many different ways.
gunB.
Try It
calls for a speed of at least 21 knots
H. B. Writs tt! LadlM AJvfsorv tVet..
Ch. an hour.

STUDENT EARNING
STRAY

TOPICS

FROM

LITTLE

a particularly

common occurrence that an electric charge of
volts passes through the body of
is not

11.-00- 0

a man and the latter lives to tell the
tale. An employe of a wild west
show had that experience the other

day and aside from the loss of his
hair and a scar caused by the searing
heat of the current, he escaped without any more serious Injury. The man
was walking on top of one of the
animal cars In the Mount Vernon
freight yards of the New Haven railroads, when his head came in contact
with one of the overhead feedwires
carrying 11,000 volts. There was a
blinding flash and the man was hurled
from the top of the car. Fortunately
a policeman who had carefully studied
his "First aid to the injured," happened to be on the spot and promptly
applied the prescribed treatment in
such cases until a physician arrived
and fully restored the patient. Th
man was soon able to speak and Informed the doctor that the electric
shook caused him no pain whatever.
He heard a deafening roar and the
next moment he lost consciousness
and fell to the ground.

r

NEW YORK

a new

solutely no evidence against the girl
she accused and that she had singled
out the girl merely because she
pened to be nearest to her when she
discovered the loss of her purse. Of
course the prisoner was honorably acquitted without delay, but she will not
readily forget the humiliation of being dragged before a police magistrate upon so serious a charge. It is
expected that for the complete vindication of the young woman a suit for
criminal libel and false imprisonment
will be brought against her accuser.
a
The latter undoubtedly deserves
lesson.
j

'

The species of modest heroes has
not yet become extinct dn New York.
The other day a boy of seven years,
while playing on one of the East River piers, lost his balance and fell into the Icy water. A woman, who saw
the boy fall, screamed for help and
appealed to a well dressed stranger
who had just arrived on one of the
New Haven boats. The man dropped
his valise, dived into the river and
a few moments later reached the
floundering boy, gifting him on a sand
barge. A police officer arrived upon
the scene and after he had sent in a
call for an ambulance to take the
scared boy to the hospital, he asked
the gallant rescuer of the boy for his
name. The man declined to give his
name, however, and merely askied tr
be directed to some place where he
could change Ms clothes.

AN AVIATION

The credulity with which some peo
pie on the other side of the big pond
swallow some of the most absurd and
preposterous yarns about conditions
alleged to exist in the United States
is almost Incredible. Lady Briggs, widow of Sir John Henry Briggs, former chief clerk of the Admiralty of
Great Britain, owing to her excessive
was made the victim of an
The Woman's Relief committee, guillibility
hoax. Lady Briggs, who
almost
cruel
which collected and distributed funds
is an opponent of Irish home
rule,
for the relief of the survivors of the
came to American recently to gather
the
for
credit
deserves
Titanic disaster,
data for a a campaign against the
promptness, efficiency and economy cause. She called at the
county court
a
Within
work.
with which it did its
amusehouse
considerable
created
and
space of ten days the committee rais- ment when she
the
object
explained
ed and paid out for relief the sum of
of her visit
of
$15.40
a
total
$36,175.93 at
expenses
"I have heard," she said, "that the
which amount represents the cost of
lists of Irish voters in
impressive
The
printing, stationery and postage.
made
America
up by the home rule
oik
done In a thojpOiilifiLt
th result of some
are
propagandists
me
rea
ana
wunoui
nesslike manner
such practice as this: A Hungarian,
tape delays which so often Interfere a
Pole, an Italian, or what not, comes
with the effectiveness of relief meas
one of your justices to be natbefore
ures conducted by men.
uralized.
The justice, himself a man
with an Irish name, gives the appliIt is astonishing how reckless some
cant an Irish name to vote under.
persons are In making accusations
I wanted was a statement of
What
on.
to
them
base
without anything
how
often
this occurs during each year
Some wealthy woman, who was shophow. many voters of Slavic or Itaand
ping in the down town district the
Irish names
other day, was standing in a crowd of lian descent but with
in
are
this
there
country."
women waiting for a 1ub, when some
After the officials interrogated by
other woman called her attention to
Lady
Briggs had recovered from their
the fact that her handbag was open.
and had succeeded in sup
surprise
The woman hastily examined her
almost overpowering imthe
pressing
her
found
that
and
purse,
handbag
into roaring laughter,
to
burst
pulse
containing $10 and some small change,
which would have greatly shocked the
at
waB missing. She promptly jumped
in petticoats, they
the conclusion that the woman stand- English politician
informed her that
and
gently
politely
ing nearest to her had committed the
theft and had her arrested. The young someone had evidently played upon
of Ameriwoman who was thus singled out pro her credulity and ignorance
assured her
can
conditions.
They
tested her innocence, but without
was absolutely nothing to
avail. Her accuser persisted in her that there
the
allegations made by her
support
accusation and the prisoner, the
Informant and that the alleged practhe
merchant
of
a
of
wealthy
daughter
tice" to which she had referred was
city was placed under arrest. At
completely unknown in this country.
was
out
he hearing it
brought
that the robbed woman had ab- '

DOUBT DISAPPEARS
No One in East Las Vegas Who Has a
Bad Back Can Ignore This Double

Proof.

The highest point of woman's hap
piness is reached only through motherhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
Is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinss from the suffering incident to its consummation.
But for
natures ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend Is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It is an emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and soothing effect on those portions of the
It is intended to
system Involved.
prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffering through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the helpful restoration to health and strength
it brings about after baby cornea.
Mother's Friend
is for sale at

Does your back ever ache?
Have you suspected your kidneys:
Backaohe is kidney ache.
With it comes dizzy spells,
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days,
Distressing urinary disorders.
Cure the kidneys to cure ft all.
Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick re
lief.

Bring many thorough, lasting cures
Las Vegas
You have read East
proof.
Read

now the East Lae Vegas

se--

rmei.

Renewed testimony; tested by time,
Charles O'Malley, 713 Main Ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "In
1907 I publicly recommended Doan's
Kidney Pills and at this time I can
corroborate the statement I then gave
I obtained Doan's
in their praise.
Pills
the
Center Block
at
Kidney
Pharmacy and the cure they effected
stores.
has been permanent."
drug
Write for oar
For sale by all dealers. Price 6
free book for
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
mothexpectant
ers which contains much valuable Mew York, sole agents for the United
Information, and many suggestions of States.
a helpful nature.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
BRADFIELD SEGULAT01 CO., AdaaU, Gs,
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Mr Women, sent In plain wrapper on request.

ESTABLISH

MAY

$10,000

New York, May 18. As a sort of
aftermath to the woman's suffrage
parade the public is enjoying a scrap
the women who managed the
parade and the police department The
women complain that the polite authorities were negligent in not providing sufficient protectipn to the marchers in the parade .while the police auarthorities insist that the police
rangements were amply sufficient tor
all ordinary purposes and that the
confusion due to poor managment of
the parade alone was responsible for
the delay In the arrival of the police
officers at a certain point where
dies created a disturbance during the
forming of the parade.

it
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SCHOOL
ROBERT G. FOWLER ALSO THINKING OF USING THE WIRELESS
FOR POWER

1

c

August.

"Within the next two years you will
going three miles a
minute; they will be the first means
of locomotion to attain that speed.
Already a speed of 102 miles an hour
for 125 miles has been made."
AHttle thing like flying across the
Atlantic ocean is no prospect to Stump
Mr. Fowler. He Is one of two birdmen
to fly across the continent, and it nay
be remembered that the second time
he was left alone in an aeroplane the
San Francisco motor carleader turned
her nose toward the Sierras, told his
friend au revolr and started for New
York City. He didn't get there, but
he tried again. Last night he lav
sprawled upon the bed in his room
at the Savoy hotel and spoke of flying
across the Atlantic as if he were suggesting that somebody press the button and order up a drink.
"The day of wireless power is here,"
said he, "and wireless transmission of
power will mean universal use of the
aeroplane. There will be practically
no limit to the time the machines can
stay in the air when ithe wireless apparatus is perfected, as It shortly will
c
be. Then
flights will be
as common as voyages by steamships.
will soon
Moreover, the aeroplane
reach the touring car stage. In fact, I
have plans of my own for a machine
which will carry two or three passengers besides the aviator."
A question brought Mr. Fowler back
to his plans for a flight across the
"I propose to take the northern route from Hamilton Inlet in Lab
rador to the southern point of Greenland, a distance of 570 miles. Crossing the point of Greenland to the
nearest point to Iceland, I will again
fly over the sea to the latter country, a distance of 600 miles. Cross
ing Iceland, I will find myself above
the sea again on the way to the Fa
roes islands, a distance of 270 mlle3.
From that point it will be 220 miles
to Scotland, and the rest of the way
to Paris will be easy. You see that
isn't so terrible a task. With an aero
plane that will stay up for 12 hours
and make 50 miles an hour, I can
e
make that
flight, which is the
longest one over water."
Mr. Fowler is in Kansas City with
R. A. Newcomb and Frank X. Murray,
who also are aviators. "I came here,
he explained, "to see what the prospect is establishing a school for
aviation. Kansas City, with wide
stretches of open country on every
side, Is the logical place to train flyers. It is also the logical center of
aviation for the United States."
see areoplanes

trans-oceani-
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The amount

of

Wunderyarn
Used in making

a five

weeks

would rival, in size,

the Washington

And

Monument.

the amount gets big- -

ger daily, because
each day brings hun- breds of new cus- tomers.
fiffiutetfia&ft are fer
particular people.

4
Tyronne Power has gone to Europe
for a well earned vacation.
Anna Bussert has been engaged for
the revival of "Robin Hood."
"Little Women" is to have a long
London production next season.
Augustus Thomas is at work upon

The

Lax-Fo-

are for the entire
family.
Pair

Box of 4

I

$1.00

I

Rcanwnlrl's

I

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE
BROMO
Qulnli..
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
It falls to cura
B. W. GROVE'S lie
nature Is on eaon box. 2ic.

IB

Jm

Round Trip Excursion

Rates

California & Northwest

$45.60

sSk$"

$50.00
$60.00

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle Tacoma & other points

Fj5

yy

It keeps your whole Insides right
There Is nothing else made like
Lax-Fo-

s.

Remember the name

D.L. BATCHELOR,
i

'

Ell

Agent.

-

$7.m

ond.

LAX-FO-

B
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ffighdwnoaft?
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1

Way.
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Hii-liar- d

s

If you had a medicine that would
strengthen the liver, the stomach, the
kidneys and the bowels, and at the
same rime make you strong with s
systemic tonic, don't you believe you
would soon be well?
That's "The Lax-Fo- s
Way."
We ask you to buy the first bottle
on the money-bacplan, and you will
ask your druggist to sell you the sec

fl

Do you wear

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.

PLAYS AND PLAYER8

I

I

Supply of

Hood."

Helen Ware made a success in "A
Trial Marriage," by Elmer Harris, it.
Cincinnati recently. Harrison Hunter
and George W. Barnum were in the
cast.
John Barrymore next season will be
a member of the Little Theater company In New York, having been engaged by Winthrop Ames for the title
role in "Anatol."
Winona Shannon, who is alternating
in the leading feminine role of "A Butterfly on the Wheel," is a sister of
Effle Shannon. She has made a hit
in the role of Peggy Adamston.
It Is announced from Buffalo that
William Courtleigh was married in
in that city to Edna Conroy, who has
been leading woman with Robert
this season in "A Fool There
Was."
John Drew will probably appear in
the adaptation of a French play called "Papa."
The story is that of a
man who falls In love with the girl
who was his son's sweetheart,
and
wins her for himself.

3S
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Read The Optic

1

18. Judging
Kansas City, May
from the progress in aviation during
the past year, the next 2 months will
see aeroplanes that will be able to
stay In the air for 12 hours at a time.
This will not require any radical
change In the present flying machine,
but it will make a
flight
perfectly feasible," says Robert G.
"I am planning to
Fowler, aviator.
make such a flight beginning early in
trans-Atlanti-

comedy for Charles Frohman.
Richard Madden has written a play
of New York life called "On the Level."
William A. Brady has purchased a
play by a Harvard student named Allan Davis.
A new play which New York will
see on the opening of next season is
'ailed "June Madness."
Cyril Scott will return to musical
reductions when he appears in the
revival of "Patience."
Margaret Anglln is now making
plans to produce Mr. Sheldon's new
play "Egypt." next season.
Clara Lipman will star next season
in a comedy by herself and Sammy
Shipraan called "It Depends on the
Woman."
Marguerite May, sister of Edna Mai
will be in the company
supporting
Hattie Williams In "The Girl From
Montmatre."
Alfred Wilson Barrett, a son of the
late Wilson Barrett, has written a
play, called "A View of Prague,
hlch will be produced in London.
Crystal Heme, now playing with
John Mason in "As a Man Thinks,"
may be among the stars next season
under the Shubert management.
William Collier and Edgar Selwyn
have collaborated on a sketch called
Waiting at the Church," in which
Edith Abeles will star.
Ann Swinburne, an American so
prano, who has been studying abroad,
has been engaged to sing the role of
Annabelle in the revival of "Robin
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OHIO THE CENTER

FADS AND,
FASHIONS

Summer Gowns All Must Show
Profusion of Lace, Is Edict

gates will be named in the 21 con- The six dele- gressional districts.
e
completing Ohio's 48 In
the national convention will be named
by the state convention here next
month.
The democratic primaries will oe
presipractically of the straight-oa- t
dential preference variety. Only in
one essential feature does the method
differ from that already tried out in
a number of the states. Tills feature
Is the provision that the winner of
the preference primary shall be authorized to name the delegJEtes-at-large- .
At first glance this provision
may seem an unwise delegation of
power, but it is to be remembered that
that candidate has much at stake,
and, if Governor Harmon's name Is to
be presented to the Baltimore condesires delevention he naturally
gates from his own state whose loyalty to him rttanot be under suspicion. The plan was adopted by the
state committee at the suggestion of
the Harmon forces.
The result of the Ohio primaries is
expected to determine definitely the
chances of President Taft for renomi-natioHis friends believe he will
carry his own state, but they realize
that his cause is well-nighopeless
if he does not. The president finds
his principal opposition here among
the republican farmers. In the eit-ie-s
they are believed to be more favorably inclined toward him. Ohio is
near enough to the Canadian frontier
to feel the effect of the Canadian reciprocity treaty negotiated by the president, and the Buckeye farmers were
very much opposed the measure.
The results of the primaries to the
Roosevelt candidacy are believed to
the
be equally important. Should
Roosevelt sweep continue as It has
been going lately, It would not necessarily give the colonel votes enough
to nominate him. It would, however,
according to the close students of the
situation, either make his nomination
inevitable sometime after the first
ballot or would bring about a condition where the strong men of the party would be in a position to unite
gates-at-larg-

OF POLITICAL

New York, May 18. The weather to sAow a perfection of fit and give a
is still raw and
wintery, but the background on which a handsome
shops catering to woman's fashion piece of lace or embroidery run be
are anticipating the summer season added. The most effective taffeta STRUGGLE
PREPARATORY
by several months and are offering frocks in simple style are
PRIMARIES
PRACTICALLY
rucn-ing- s

FIGHT

TO

j

upon a third man whom tney micas
have come hope of electing.
contest is
The democratic
straight-ou- t
fight between Governor
Harmon and those who oppose his
nomination for president. The opposition has been led by William J.
Bryan, who has stumped the state In
in the interest of Wood.ro w Wilson,
who la epected to have the general
support of the Ohio progressive democrats. Friends of Governor Harmon
declare that he is sun to win out
They expect him to name the six
and to carry the maof the congressional
not
if
all
jority
districts.
Among the farmers the
governor is very popular. By the operation of his one per cent tax rate
law, which he forced through the legislature, the taxes on farm land
have been very materially reduced.
The Harmon opposition is confined to
the progressives and is due to the
general feeling that the governor,
though he has proved a comparatively progressive state executive, la
not progressive enough on national
matters. This feeling has been most
pronounced since the governor advised the constitutional convention not
to propose the initiative and

the most charming
and Interesting
Pleatlngs, quillings and
WILL END TONIGHT.
are the accepted ornamentation.
display of summer things. Conspicuous 'among the summer things
by This means two or three extra yards
Columbus, O., May 18. The storm
their simplicity are the linen frocits of silk, but when the cost is counted
and suits. Thev follow to a great ex it will be found that the dress is of politics which has been sweeping
back and forth over the Buckeye
tent the modes of the past few quite economical.
e5vB
,
The changeable and chameleon taf-- state for nearly two weelts became a
months, yet there is much that is
new and interesting.
Skirts are
are as popular tor coats as for veritable tempest today, and there is
klmofuller.
and
The
frocks, the darker tones being used every Indication that it will continue
cldedly longer
no sleeve seems to be on the wane. for serviceable morning and general up to Monday midnight, a few hours
The waist line is about two Inches wear coats, the lighter colorings mak- before the polls open for the presidenabove normal and coats sre cutaway ing dainty coats for dressy afternoon tial primaries. Today four aspirants
and belted in. Belts, particularly on and evening purposes. But the plain for the presidency are trailing one
the linen dresses and suits, are one tone taffetas in lustrous chiffon another over the state. Tonight a
vast army; of stumpspeakers. reprewider.
quality are gaining ground and many
the choicest oratorical talent
senting
The display of lingerie frocks and of the most exclusive models are In
of
both
parties, will hold forth in evsflk.
In
is
fashionable
the
tone
this
one
materials
sRbps
hamtown and cross-road- s
and attracparticularly interesting
Very likeable and practical coats in ery city,
the
to
from
the
Pennsylvania
let,
simshown
are
made
black chafon taffetas
tive just now and the variety
New dotted ply, long, straight, cover-al- l
is quite bewildering.
garments, Indiana lines and from Lake Erie to
Suisse and batistes are wonderful- which gain individuality from their the Ohio river. The early prediction
in character, and linings of picturesque flowered chif that the campaign would' be the most
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made
course
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entirely
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bouillonees, rucheB, etc.,
home crochet, and many of those in batiste, with a little real Irish crochet they
with trimmings of shadow or characteristic of taffeta and is very
cluny, are about the most effective and narrow Val. (for a finish) for its net,
and practical of all, for this purpose, success. It is one of the daintiest of Valenciennes lace, sucn rrocKs are effective, though much overused and
Carrlckmacross and a number of heavy dainty model.
exquisitely dainty, but they are rath- abused in the cheap models
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wear and
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novelty laces are on the market for
made of fine cotton crepes. It may be will fgile
use in linen dresses and suits.
a lin- part in the summer wardrobe, but
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service
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never
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Fine tucks and embroidery used in bought with embroidered edges in
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many aB tour or flveineck filusn of the modish frock or
the dress, whether the fabric is sheer oi me new crepes . oi mis cuaracier rows nf flounces. Some of the net blouse shows more variety and orlgl
or of heavier linen. Val. lace in par-ro- alio ici; kmuiuui nuu utumiiiig,
gay little nality than it has in many seasons
edging serves to finish dresses white. Other new tub weaves are frocks are accompanied by
and blouses on which heavier laces ahown which require no starching or taffeta wraps or coats which add aj The Pierrot or clown ruche and
are used as insertionn or overlays. ironing, among them a fabric called dainty color touch when accompanied the various phases of the plaited tulle
Real Irish crochet is still much used native," is selling well.
or lace frill have become familiar
by a hat in similar color.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
and has durability to recommend it.
Subtle and mysterious blues, pinks, during the winter, but are more pop
lavenders and corn colors, produced uar than ever both In single and dou-b- y
SHIRTWAISTS MANNISH IN CUT
CAMISOLE
changeant weavings, are the fash- Dje frinB the latter usually in a white
ion in sashes at present and some of tulle plaiting over one of black. Simi- of the New
Distinctive Feature
these changeable taffeta ribbons are ar frius m any depth from three inTailored Garment Masculine Air
very expensive, because they are so ches to shoulder length are used !n
100 New Spring Styles are now
Is Feature Sought.
much in demand.
combination with close high collars
in. Inspect them at our store, select
After all, the simple taffeta dress of tulle, lace, velvet or silk, and a
Smart and trim, and very mannish
your pattern and have it tailored to
In cut, are the new tailored shirtwaists. holds a gratifying promise for prac- narrow frill finishes the
top of the
taste and fit, for the incrediable
Made of white linen on white China tical women. It is excellent for cool collar
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band, an arrangement becom
"ilk of good weight, or white peau de
sum
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days, for afternoon, evening
ing to but few women.
erepe, they are all Intended for the
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link cuffs and plain shirt sleeves are
frills in black or in MacU and white,
the rule for these garments. The
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yoke is an especially good feature, for
of the neck ruche of tujle so long pop
It makes the shirt back almost prqof
ular
and are worn as separate neck
against clinging to the shoulders after
protection with collariess coats or
exercise on a hot day. It is because
frocks.
white is to be in unusual favor next
summer that these cool, plain waists
When there are collars somewhat
have been made, for anything white
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m u y ho built on more severs Hues
Doctors Did Her No Goo- d- withcut a.s,r trfSss ton fril' Td in
than anything in colors.
"Frills just naturally seem to hang
Testifies How She Was deed without frill at all, the cape por
tion attached to a close high collar of
on pretty pink or blue dresses," an old
Helped by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's tulle, lace or lingeries being a flat
negro laundress once said, "but a
white anything has to be just spick an'
round cotlar instead of a plaited frill.
Compound.
span, especially them waists that
Stocks with this addition, whether in
We can do this because we weave
looks like Miss Edith's brother's shirts.
Ohio. "Last fall I had fe- flat collar or plaited frill, are a boon
Zanesville,
woolens in our own mills
own
our
They'll be wearing stiff bosoms next,
bad, and was ner to the woman who wears a high stock,
I reckon,
to look like the male weakness very
one
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vous and run down. for
largest in America. We
men."
they are easily adjusted and finI was dizzy and had ish a
own
our
have
establishment where we
blouse or bodice more cleverly
Although several years have passed
numb feelings and
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from your measureSince the laundress voiced her opinclothes
seca
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my eyes ached. I than plain stock does, the cape
The upper part of this pretty cami- ion the stiff bosom has not been atbetion
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taken
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mediany gaping
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expert corps of
sole is of
piece embroidery tempted, but on the models mentioncines but they did tween neckband and stock. Variations
men. That is the reason we can give
cut Magyar with short sleeves; the ed there is a little breast pocket for
me no good, so I de- upon this theme are apparently
lower part of cambric joins this with- the handkerchief, which imparts a
Tailored Suit
you a strictly high-clas- s
cided to try Lydia E.
out fullness. The neck is finished wore masculine air to the garment
many of the separate stock
of
the
best
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Pinkham's
Vegetawith beading and lace; the sleeves
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ble Compound. I did and cape arrangements
for
sum
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unheard
of
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with lace only; ribbon is threaded
ship
so, and now I feel cover all of the bodice, for which
Flowery Decoration.
These
through the beading at neck.
would
cost
suits
you at
Lace collars which have been laid
stronger and better. they furnish all the trimming necesMaterials required: 1
yard em"hand-me-dowin
least
a
or
$25.00
I
have
told
other
sary.
broidery 20 inches wide,
yard Cam- aside for many years are almost price- women what Mrs.
Pinkham's medicines
from the local tailors. Why?
' less now.
The chemisette
even
$35.00
bria 36 inches wide.
appears,
The wide shawl-lik- e
collars which have done for me and give you permis- though but an inch is seen under the
Because we cut out all middle men's
fall
over
far
the shoulders and the sion to publish this letter for the good of collar. It is
or
and
Complex Structure.
plain
gathered
Mrs.
others."
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Hulda
profits.
fichus
Erickson,
of fine linen or net are much
The smart hat, which at first glance
of contrasting material, and is generMaysville Avenue, Zanesville, Ohio.
You will only have to call at our
seems to be almost without trimming, in vogue.
ally)
More
becoming to models with or withThe
lace
fichus
collars
Proof.
or
adorn
any
may on closer inspection prove to be dress
to be convinced that what we
store
and give a decidedly artistic
Burlington, Iowa. "For years I suf- out collars.
an exceedingly complex structure.
claim
is true. Inspect the large astouch to the plain gown of velvet or fered a great deal from female troubles.
One sided effects in bodices, skirts,
Among the decorations seen in the
silk.
I
had
awful
and
felt
sortment
of fabrics we carry and you
sick
on
all
new millinery are lines of silk and
pains
sashes, etc., are still noticeable
nearly
A large la France rose of pink satin the time. I saw Lydia E. Pinkham's
other fabrics in the form of pipings or
models and promise to remain
will
realize
many
that you need not pay
is worn where the collar fastens in Vegetable Compound advertised and
cords, which, though most inconspicuoneseason.
The
the
through
popular
more
than
$15.00 for a first-cla- ss
suit
heard that it had helped other sufferine
ous, are by no means easy to apply. front
sided arrangement of ornamentation
women
so
I
sure
would
felt
do
me
it
A cord formed of silk, shirred over
originality
Sash Pins Again.
good. Sure enough it did. The first permits of considerable
wire, makes a smart finish for the
Now that sashes are again in fash- bottle helped me and now I am a strong and artistic taste and helps to rebrim of a hat, but It is one the amaMAKERS OF THE CLOTHES WE SELL
teur milliner or, In fact, the average ion, sash pins, which have not been and well woman. I would not be with- lieve the monotony of plain models.
in
out
the
Mrs.
house."
it
HigAnna
seen
for
several
are
years,
again apFLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
professional, is not likely to deal with
pearing in the shops. These pins are gins, 1125 Agency St, Burlington, Iowa
very successfully.
There need be no doubt about the
square, oval or round and are dainty
affairs of filigree metal with settings ability of this grand old remedy, made
Corded Cottons.
Lame back Is unsually caused by
The cottons are lovely. Those In of colored stones. The pin is placed from the roots and herbs of our fields, to rheumatism of the muscles of the
corded effects, especially corduroy and over the crossing of the ribbon sash, remedy woman s diseases. We possess back, for which you win find nothing
WE
bedford cord, promise to be decidedly the ribbon ends falling straight one volumes of proof of this fact enough
Chamberlain's
Liniment.
than
better
to convince the most skeptical. Why
above the other, over the skirt.
popular.
For sale by all dealers.
don't you try it?
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for
stomach, because It
takes hold of yonr food and digests It
Just the same as if your stomach
wasn't there.
Relief in firs minutes from all
stomach misery Is waiting for you at
any drug store.
cases contain
These large
more than sufficient to thoroughly
curs almost any case of dyspepsia, in
digestion or any other stomach
order.

important one and at the same time
difficult to prepare."
The present plan Is to past a finance
bill in the legislature and also a coun
ty salary bill but as the two branch
es now stand. It is likely that both ot
these measures prior to passage, will
have to be considered by a joint com
mittee and their terms agreed upon.

oat of the most

o
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THE CHALLENGER.
DAY
Dedicated
(By Chas. Burkhardt
Jim Flynn.)
ALL YOUR 8T0MACH
There's a man I'm going to talk about,
SENATE YE8TERDAY WAS NOT
TROUBLE
You'll talk about him, too;
IN SESSION MORE THAN
!
sintered at the postoffice at East Hes a man you all will talk about,
FEW MINUTES
No Indigestion, Gas, Heartburn
or
TO DEDICATE MILLER CABIN
Miss Cluxton'i Pupils
A man, yes, through and through.
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- Five
Later
Minutes
Dyspepsia
Washington, May 18. With elabor- To Give a Recital.
ihrough tne United States malls His name is on your lips each day,
Santa Fe, N. M, May 18. The senntn nuwliaa tho pflhin whlrth WAR the
Under the direction of Miss Maran second daw matter.
He's growing In your eyes,
ate held only a brief business session
Every year regularly more than a dwelling place of Joaquin Miller, the
A man whose fame- - In the
fighting guerite Cluxton the pupils of the deand adjourned. In the million stomach sufferers In the Uni poet of the Sierras, during that part
yesterday
partment of instrumental music of
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
game
meanwhile, a number of important ted States, England and Canada take of his life spent in the national capthe New Mexico Normal University
Has reached the topnotch prise.
Daily, by Carrier:
committee mestiass were held, the Pape's Diapepsln, and realise not only ital, will be formally dedicated tomor$ .08 He comes from a little town out west will give a recital Monday evening at
Per Copy
committee on education meeting right immediate,!) ut lasting relief.
row afternoon. The cabin has recentLS
:
16
One Week
Where the sseet mills hold full 8:15 o'clock in the Normal hall. An
after the senate session to consider
This harmless preparation will di- ly been removed from its original site
.65
One Month
enjoyable program has been arranged Meadow City Club
sway.the traveling library bill, the city gest anything you eat and overcome a on Sixteenth street northwest to Rock
7.80 He fired on an
ana tne recital will give an ,dea of has a Jolly Dance
One Ter
engine once.
board of education elections bill, and sour, gassy or, outoforder stomach Creek park, where a permanent locathe excellent progress made In this
Dally by Mall
On the T R. G. they say.
The Meadow City Dancing club held other
pending educational measures. five minutes afterwards.
tion has been Drovfded for it. The
16.00 He started at the
One Tear
department of the school during the its regular fortnightly dance Thursday The committee on
bostttbi, boys,
If
don't
institutions
meals
fit
your
comfortably,
public
dedication will be conducted by the
8.00
6tx Montna
past year. The program will be ui- - night at the O. R. C. hall. The dance met .in ibhe afternoon at 2:30
He reached the gplden top rail.
o'clock, or what you eat lies like a lump of California State association,
ided iulo two part with eight num- was attended my a small crowd, but,
He's a garte our; boys, with confi
and the committee on prvlleges and lead In your stomach, or if you have
bers in the first part and nine In the nevertheless, was an ejoyable affair.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
dence
elections at 2 o'clock to consider a heartburn, that Is a sign of Indlges-- j
second.
The public is cordially
GROWER
Those who attended were Miss Flor- number of election bills. The com- Hon.
And I know
cannot fail.
$2.00 He cleaned us all- - the White
One Year
ence Akers, Miss Edith Flalz, Miss mittee on
NEW YORK LISTED STOCK
Get from yonr pharmacist a
Hopef,
county and municlal indebt1.00
The program is as follows:
Six Months
Laura Norman, Miss Jones, Miss Katie edness also wrestled with the bond case of Papa's Diapepsln and take a
The closing sales were as follows:
Gave pounds away they say,
84
PART L
Be has the grit, the punch and wit
Shupp, Miss Edith Martin, Miss Ruby bill.
dose just as soon as you can. There Amalgamated Copper
(Oaeh In Advance for Mall Subscrip
131
H. Engleman Martin, Charles Temple, J. L. Kipper,
Beet
American
"Jolly Captain"
To put them all away.
will
no
sour
Sugar
no
of
be
ses
A.
at
rising,
belching
E.
Miera again presided the
tions)
106
Ed Roberts, John Kinney, Hugh TralnGuadalupe Romero
sion of the state senate. Chaplain undigested food mixed with acid, no Atchison
'Remit by draft, check or money Some say he's small, he's not so tall. "Yellow
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Mr.
John
Mrs.
Martin
and
Charles
Northern
Onion
or,
and
Great
how
Panzy"
can
we
or
stomach
or
fullness
Why,
gas
heartburn,
compare?
McCullough delivered the Invocation.
order. If sent otherwise we will not
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Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Wads worth.
New York Central
Nancy niattman
foolish questions
And
In
other
the
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feeling
heavy
ab
his
Barth
that
during
regretted
'
V responsible for lose.
M
120
M
M
....
Jackson
Where
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"Alice,
Pacific
Northern
are
That
flying through the air.
sence two meritorious measures had debilitating headaches, dizziness or
Specimen ooples free on
175
Luella Condon
intestinal
will
I've often heard the adage
This
all
Harmony Club Met
Reading
go,
griping.
two
been tabled. He referred to the
.
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.
.Theo.
Brs.
With
Hereford
Pacific
Southern
I
To you
Ryder
"Cupid's Message".
will' recall
tax exemption bills which were to ex and, besides, there will be no sour food
171
Ruth Crocker
Mrs. O. W. Hereford
entertained
Union Pacific
empt widows and orphans from tax- left over In the stomach to poison
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT Just slip It neath yonr thinking shell "Moon Kisses"
70
Wenrich the Harmony club Thursday afterSteel
nauseous
United
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breath
odors.
The
your
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$1,000
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property up
noon
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United
a
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is
certain
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sure
..Ill
made
Steel,
home,
preferred.
Pape's Diapepsln
gdod this adage,
PAID FOR.
churches, lodges, hospitals and chart-abl- e
P. Wenricft Progressive spelling TBrmed the after"Dancing Wavelets"
Yes, time and time again.
not conducted for
institutions
Brinkman noon amusement, Mrs. Upton Hays
"Far Away"
Advertisers are guaranteed the When he laid away Al Kaufman
gain.
Condon
Rose
Carl
Morris
wiuning the first prize. Delicious reChopped
up and then
A petition from the New Mexico W.
large) dally and weekly circulation You
.
Love"
Englemann freshments were served by the host- C. T. U.
".Melody of
say he Isn't big enough
at my newspaper In Northwestern
against the Johnson-FlyynEdwin Rosenthal
ess. The next meeting of the club
Well, put this dope away,
was
New Mexico.
presented.
fight
PART II.
will be held on June 6 with Mrs. B.
And when the battle's over, boys,
Committee Reports
Smith
Breeze"
Syd.
F. McGuire.
TELEPHONES
We'll see who is tfie Jay.
"Murmuring
To any one paying cash or settling; in full
The committee on education, through
M M M
Lorrine Towry
Main 2 No, of course, he's not a roxer,
BUSINESS OFFICE
unfavorreported
chairman,
McCoy,
Wallenhaupt Dr. Losey Host
"Valse Styrienne"
Main 9
NBTW8 DEPARTMENT
every 30 days, we will give the well known Rogers
Just a fighter from, a school.
No. 13, an act for the
Bill
Senate
ably
Ida
at
Dinner
And when you're licked
Harper
Stag
Triple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our winNew Mexco
Ruth Neafus
Dr. C. S. Losey was host at a stag promotion of education In
You'd swear you were kicked
1912.
dow. See back of sale slips for basis of drawing.
ana providing for the appointment of
SATURDAY. MAY 18,
"Whispering of the Pines' .. Kinder dinner Wednesday evening in honor
By a musket or a mule.
coun
of
boards
cadets
by
once and become a regular customer
Commence
He's matched to flgit the Champion "Concerto" (violin solo) .Schraedick of Dr. John D. Hess, who will leave scholars and
Maureen Harper
the early part of next week for Mis ty commissioner to various state lnstl
Black
secure
in this line of
and
you
souri where he will be for an Inde tiones. It also reported unfavorably
"Fifth Nocturne"
Sometime the next July.
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text
cheap
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finite length of time. Dr. Losey's Senate Bill No. 77, to provide free
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books
for
public
a
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cheaper
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right in,
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I know you'll win or die.
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a
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Mary Mc Arthur
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World
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The whole world, yes,
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regular meeting since the local camp Is a matter that
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well
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CANNED GOODS

Finest

For
QUALITY PURITY CLEANLINESS

WOMEN'S SUMMER WASH

DRESSES

Pa-pe- n,

$1.25 to $10
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Every
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The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Pboue Main ft

NEW DAINTY

J

WASH GOODS

Batiste in light and dark
terns at 10c a yard.

pat-

Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all
colors at 15 a yard.
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
at 20c and 25c a yard.
40 inch Bordered

Silk and Linen mixed
ards, all leading shades at
30c a yard.
foul-

OPIC,
I

VICINO
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MAY

18, 1912.
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WILL SEND

3,000 PEOPLE

J. Haskett of Trinidad came in last
'
night from Colorado on business.
B. P. Williams arrived last night
from his home in Raton on business.
See the attractive commencement
books at Murpbey's drug store.
W. Donalley of Raton arrived last
night from the Uate City on a short
business trip to Las Vegan.
D. C. Duell and Hugn Loudon of the
La Cueva Ranch company, were in
Las Vegas today on business.
Herman Guiterrez, a cattleman of
Las Ventanas, was in Las Vegas yesterday and today on business.
A. E. Hayward came in this afternoon from Glorieta and will be in Las
Vegas several days on business.
William Kroenig came in last night
from his home in Watrous and was
in Las Vegas today on business.
A. P. Mathcette, Santa Fe transportation inspector, arrived this afternoon from his headjuarters in Albuquerque.
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San
Miguel National bank, left yesterday
atfernoon on a short business trip to
Santa Fe.
P. E. Swan of Oklahoma City arrived yesterday afternoon and will
be employed by the Potter Candy
company.
See the line of noveltieB

30 inch fast colored figured

ALBUQUERQUE AND

PERSONALS

Prescriptioaist

DAILY

VEUAB

TO BOUT, SAYS MARK LEVY

GRADUATION

PRESENTS

AT
I

TAUPERT'S

mm iMfliiiffirT,'T

It is Easiest to Choose
From a Full Assortment

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour A

for grad-

uation gifts at Murphey's drug store.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Manby and
daughter and Miss Hazel Anderson
were in Las Vegas today from their
home in Watrous.
Miss Angeline Selover, who has
been visiting Los Angeles for the
past three or four months, arrived
home yesterday afternoon.
Leroy Helfrich, Wells Fargo Ex
press company auditor, was in Las
Vegas this morning returning to his
headquarters in Albuquerque on tram
No. 1 this afternoon.
John L. Zimmerman returned yesterday from Clovis, where he had been
in attendance at the democratic state
convention. Mr. Zimmerman stopped
oft a day in Albuquerque on his return
trip.
A big fresh assortment of Uggett's
and Huyler's ' candfes just received
for commencement
week at Murphey's drug store.
A fancy box of Initial stationery
makes an ideal gift for the young lady
graduate. A big line at Murphey's

RBQULAR RETAIL. VALUM. 1B.OO
rchased several carloads of tbla beautiful dinner-ware- ,
and
the
anafaoturer to anve aa an exnnalva (tut
We are charging pa rt or toe coat to "advertising
price.
and only ask yon to pay a
of the actual coat of the
expense,"
deslo-set. It la of a beantlfnl "Cosmos" percentage
and eannnt he rfnnltaatjwt In
til In any retail china store. It is guaranteed by both
anallty for leaa than
and ourselves.
There Is a coupon In every sack of LA SABER'S Flour. Send ua Ave
coupons and tJ.se In caah. draft, postal or express money order, and we will
you v&b oi taese oeaauiu sets uy ireignc. AUflress oou one and re- hsu
nitcanoe w me unina uepanmenc or tne
Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson,
The oonnnna In I.ARARRlB'fl Flour are aleo good for Rogers' silvei
and other valuable premiums. Ask for deaeiipuve
circular.
W.

nil rc hue eaabl
lam
and a very low

GERMEMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
AN-MI
LLEO Flour that makes Baking a Delight
FOR
SALE

GROCERS

V

Try a Sack You'll Like It.

That the city of Albuquerque alone
Hoffman & Graubarfti
will send 1,500 people to the Johnson-Flynbout on July 4 and that the
f
The" Popular Priced Store)
FLYMN5 ARFZIVAL AT LAS VEGAS.
country immediately surrounding that
$1,050 FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
the
was
as
more,
send
will
many
10c
city
New
Ues
Pattern,
1
A(enu or The
Charles O'Malley; z Jimmie Flynn; 3 Promoter Jack Curley.
statement
yesterday afternoon of
Phone Main 104.
Mark Levy, director of the New Mexico Athletic club of Albuquerque and iiigh altitude and New Mexico just All preliminary arrangements have
one of the leading boxing promoters Buits the key to which his nervous been completed and money for the
of the new state. Mr. "Levy was the system is pitched. He is as much at fight is up. Both Johnson and Flynn
guest of Jack Curley yesterday, hav home in high altitudes wliere the air are working hard. Johnson has not
drugstore.
here to make final ar-- is thin as Is a fish in (Be water, it yet gone to Las Vegas. Flynn is do
Captain and Mrs. H. T. Holmes ing come up
for
the appearance of is up to Jack Johnson to get here ing his workout stunts at that place,
who have been In Las Vegas for tne ranlgements
a smoker at the early if ho wishes to use every taking
before
runs, and doing
Flynn
Jimmy
past mpnth visiting thejr daughter,
In Albuquerque chance for retaining his champion- work Inside the training quarters ev
convention
REGULAR DINNER
Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, left last night fireman's
ship belt.
ery day.
for Los Angeles. While in Las Ve- next week.
25o
Clifford B. Robertson
10.
Yesterday
No.
on
train
Mr.
arrived
made
Levy
gas they
many friends who re
notified Promoter Curley that he exSUNDAY DINNER
Curley met him at the station and
gret their departure from the city.
a
3So
Flynn camp. pected to come here with his family
A big line of commencement and escorted him to the
HARD COAL STRIKE
ana
few
re
the
bout
weeks
before
big
PlowFinest A La Carte Bill in the State
gift books for graduation presents at Others in the party were E. T.
of
one
month.
Robertson is
man and Representative George W. main a
Murphey's drug store
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
BARNES & RUSH, Props.
COMES TO AN END
B. the most prominent real estate men
Messrs.
and
Las
of
Vegas,
Tripp,
of
owner
Paso.
of
He
Is
El
also
the
show you.
Levy and Simon Schloss who Bad
an immense ranch not far from that
accompanied Mark Levy on his trip
city. It was Robertson who held out MINErtS AGREE TO RETURN
TO
TAFT ACCUSES COLONEL from the Duke City.
inducements to stage the
WORK IN PENNSYLVANIA
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
alluring
BRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
Flynn expressed to the Duke City
match in the JUarea
TUESDAY
OF DISCHARGING TROOP visitors his appreciation at naving bull ring. He is an enthusiastic box
TO ORDER
been Invited to appear before an aud
Wiikesbarre, Pa., May 18 The anWhaien, & Fowler Pr&pa
ing fan and could not resist the tempPhjne Main 344.
ience in Albuuerque. He said he tation to come here for the
and thracite mine workers' convention tolout
OF HUMAN HAIR to match
SAY8 IT WAS THE
was looking forward to his trip with watch the
preliminary training of the day ratified the agreement entered inany shade. Will also make
a great deal of pleasure, as he has a
WHO ACTED IN BROWNSto by a
of the miners
principals.
up your combings.
warm spot In his heart for Albuquer
VILLE MATTER.
Curley announced yesterday that is and operators and the miners will go
que and for the firemen.
his office on Center street he would back to work after an idleness of ser-e- n
AT TAICHERT'S
Columbus, O., May 18 President
Yesterday was the first meeting provide desks and typewriters foi
weeks. The result of the vote,
Taft, through his Ohio campaign between Flynn and Tripp, the father the visiting newspaper men. As fast 323 to 564, was announced
PHONE
VEGAS 340
amid
If it may be termed a science most
headauarters, today gave out a state- of New Mexico's
proposed boxing as the sporting men arrive they will cheers.
ment that laid the blame for the dis law, which doubtless wiii be pasDcd be
A uioliou was at OiiCe adopted M
assigned a desk and Curiey will
include a means of pwwanting the
charge of the colored Brownsville soi before the closing of the legislative provide them with any make of writ- thorizing the miners'
to
diers entirely on Colonel Roosevelt, term at Santa Fe. Tripp is a coning machine they may desire.
sign the new agreement along with
proposition to the greatest number
who then was president
ductor and Flynn a fireman. They
Kansas City expects to send a large the coal operators. The convention
of prospective buyers. To reach this
"October, 1906, Inspector Geneial both belong to several railroad organ- contingent fb the match, as is shown
adopted a motion ordering all men
were
to
de
war
mystisubmitted
the
Garllngton
izations. The spectators
by the following from the Kansas back to work next Wednesday, May
class in the southwest us? the
partment his report on the Browns fied to see them making high signs City Star:
22. The men quit work on March 31.
ville affair. It concluded with the and giving each other peculiar grips.
W. D. Scoville of the Missouri Ath The repairmen are to return to work
recommendation that every man in After both had qualified as lodge
letlc club today made arrangements Monday.
three companies of the Twenty-fiftbrothers they immediately qualified with the Santa Fe railroad to run a
infantry, colored, be discharged with- as friends. A photographer appeared special train to Las Vegas for the
THREE MEN iRE KILLED.
out honor and forever discharged and snapped the two as they stood Johnson-FlynTfhe special
Los Angeles, May 18. In a revolver
fight.
as well as employ- in front of the training quarters.
from
will leave here on the night of July battle at San Diego two county offlc- ment in the government service.
Then the Albuquerque and Las Ve- 2 and arrive in Las
Vegas on the ers and one other man, all Mexicans,
"On November 25 President Roose- gas visitors were taken on a toiir of
3.
will
return July were killed. Three of the fighters
of
It
July
the quarters. night
velt personally dlre'cted that the re Inspection through
Georgians Uphold Cobb
4, Immediately after the fight. Sco- were arrested.
commendations of General Garlington They took a good look at the well ville said this afternoon that he alWashington,
May 18. Ty Cobb has
TIGERS
DETROIT
The dead are:
be complied with, but order was is- kept kitchen where Chick Coleman
the sympathy of Georgia's statesmen
had
from
received
PEDRO
ESMAU
applications
dis
county and
sued oh November 9. Mr. Taft, then; prepares the edibles on which Flynn ready
in his controversy with Ban Johnson,
more than 50 persons who desired to trict clerk of Duval county.
went
then
and
on
left
of
had
Washington
is
war,
weight
secretary
putting
president of the American league. ToPLAY
make the trip and that he expected
ANTONIO
ANGUIANO.
deputy
on a tour of inspection. The dismis into the gymnasium where he expects
day a telegram was addressed to the
to chaperon a party of at least 200. sheriff.
sal order was issued in his absence to work off that weight and convert The tickets for the
player by the senators and represenCANDELARIO SAAMZ.
fight probably will
tatives of that state. It read:
by General Oliver, acting secretary of what little fat is on his body into be placed on sale here early next
(Continued from Page One)
war.
muscle.
"As Georgians, we commend your
week.
THEY MUSTN'T DANCE.
When Mr. Taft returned to Wash
action
in resenting an uncalled for inTalking about muscle, however, one
will
a
send
on
big delegation,
Topeka
Minneapolis, May 188. By an aye sistent
good order on the field and
sult We hope for your complete exington, he cabled to President Roose could crack a hickory nut you know according to the following from the and nay vote of 446 to 305,
delegates strict compliance with the rules of
velt, who was In Porto Rico, asking how allfired hard
oneration and speedy restoration to a
they are on Journal:
to the general conference of the the game, has
always extended con- place in the clean
that the order be suspended until fur Flynn's upper arm. His chest and According to T. L. King, city pas- Methodist
sport of baseball.
Episcopal church late to sideration to and provided protection
ther hearing. On November 21, Bros back are covered with muscles that senger agent of the Santa Fe, quite
We are proud of your record as a
day voted not to accept the minority for Its players.
leader of your profession."
JUNE, the month of Sunshine and fdent Roosevelt cabled a reply deny look like a row of (Ocoanuts under a number of Topeka sportsmen have report of the committee on state of
"Player Cobb was indefinitely susroses, is the time to think of your va- ing Mr. Taft's request and directing the skin. Flynn told his visitors that made arrangements
The message was signed by Sena-ator- a
to
attend
the
church
which
for
the strik- pended on the report of the
provided
cation frocks. Get a FREE FASHION that the order
be exe no more ideal spot could have been Johnson-Flyn- n
umpire.
Bacon and Smith, Represents- immediately
be,
will
take ing out of tkt paragraph of the dis- This
flgfit, which
SHEET, and do not fail to see the
did not and does not mean that Uvea Edwards..
cuted." - ROSE number of
picked for training end that he waS place at Las Vegas, N. M., July 4.
Roddetmry. Hughes,
cipline which prohibits dancing and the order would remain in force lonAdafson, Bartlett, Lee, Trimble, Bell,
feeling fit enough to battle for the
Three Pullman cars win carry the kindred amusements. The majority
ger than was absolutely necessary to Hard wick and
Conventions in Texas
world's heavyweight championship Topeka men to the scene of the fight"
Brantley. Cobb's home-iwhich favored the retention make a thorough
rjKrt,
investigation of the
of
18
last
The
Tex.,
at
like
tomorrow.
May
a baby The party will leave here the even-- , uf the
Dallas,
Georgia,
Augusta,
Flynn
sleeps
paragraph, was then adopted. affair. I didn't fix a specified term for
15c a Copy
$1.50 per Annum Texas' republican district conventions at night. He Is
carrying out his daily Ing of July 3 and arrive at destination
The fourth ballot for bishops of the his
ineligibility for two reasons: first,
to select delegates to the national con- program of running and walking. He on
At Our Butterlct Pattern Department
FIVE STUDENTS BURNED.
the morning of the 4th; leaving Methodist Episcopal church the
I didn't know the exact time that would
vention will be held today sa Waco ran six miles over the scenic high
Orowder, Okla.. May 18. Five studVegas after the bout, which oc- suit of which was announced tndnv be
required for the examination; sec- - ents were burned to death when fire
and Corpus Chrteti.
way, up and down steep grades, with- - cursln the afternoon.
resulted In no election. W. O. SBep-ar- only, until the
investigation was com- destroyed the main building of the
out noticing any shortness of hreatr
It Is now an assured fact that the
Chicago, received 486 votes, pleted, I could not determine whether
tl r'n. "nuTq
Creek and Seminole Indian college at
Plynn was horn and reared in a flerhf will be staged in New Mexico while 526 are
necessary to a choice.
the player was guilty as charged."
Boley, Okla.
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Evaporation of Water.

Tba escape of moisture, not tb
lack of it, U what haa don tho
dry waat tba greater harm.
Today we passed a apot where two
ran vara digging a oallar. It la in a
fcery dry country where all crop muat
be Irrigated, and the aubaotl. after
tag down a foot or two, la almost a
hard aa rock and haa to be loon
by a sharp pick or by dynamite.
'Across this cellar soil an oil road had
been made which formed a perfectly
Impervious crust two or three Inches
deep. Through this oil crust no moisture could by any possibility go to
the soil beneath It, and on the other
band not a particle of moisture could
escape from the soil under It Into the
aJr above. As the men slowly dug Into tba flinty dry subsoil, Just beside
surface they rethis hard water-proo- f
marked that when they got under the
road where no rain moisture could by
any possibility come they feared It
would be like rock. Curious to see if
lust the opposite might not prove to
be the caaa, the writer with a sharp
pick succeeded in baring a good strip
of the soil under the oil road. To the
surprise of the diggers, both soil and
subsoil under this
covering
was so moist that it could be spaded
readily with but very little use of the
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CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian
Raheyrolle.
Mater,
First dosm at 7 a. m.; second man
a 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
tnd Spanish at 3 p. m., In Spanish ai
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18, 1912.

Estray Aovertl
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the folloWing deStorekeeper Who Trusts "Gentlemen scribed
estray animal was taken up by
of the Road" Declares They
M. P. Tabner, Silver City,
Pay Debts Promptly.
One gray horse about 15
In the north part of New York there years old
Branded
is a postmaster, who Is also owner of
small general store, who has Ideas
On left thigh
about the tramp that are different
from the ideas entertained by the av8ald animal being unknown to this
erage citizen. The owner of the store Board, unless claimed by owner on or
and the representative of Uncle Sam before June 5, 1912,
said date being
Is stationed at a junction of three or 10
days after last appearance of this
four railroads, and nearby id a wood,
an ideal place for a tramps' camp, advertisement, said estray will be sold
which
has been a rendezvous for by this Board for the benefit of the

SENSE OF HONOR

IN TRAMPS
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1

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
line. All advertis ments charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of word
Cash in advance preferred.

coOQE NO t, A. F.
A
com4. Regular
munication first and
third Thursday In ak
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited
. R Murray,
N. O. Herman, W. M.;
Secretary.

CAFE

DINNER

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

CHAPMAN

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

I. O.

O. P., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
Meet every Monday vetting at
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially invited to attend. J . D Frldenstlne, N. Q.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
1.

Secretary;

Karl Werts, Treasurer;
cemetery trustee.

C. V. Hedgcock,

J. E. ROSEN WALO LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B 3.
Meet
every first
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
ular conclave soomd
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
day in each month at Ma
o'clock p. hi Visiting brothers are
sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m. C. U.
invited
Isaac AppaL
eord'.:.Uy
Boucher. & C; Cbaa Tamme, Re
LAS VEOAS COMMANDERY, NO.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

2,

Reg-Adt-

jt

T-B-

President;
retary.

.order.

Charles Greenclay.

Sec-

LAS VEOA CHAPTER Ne. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regalax convoca- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. COUNCIL
NO. 804.
Meet second and fosrtt
In
each
first Monday
at Masonic
Thursday in O. R C. ball. Pion
at 7:10 p. m. M. R.
building. Visiting members are on
H. P.; F. O.
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. G. Hi
E. P. Mackrl. F. 8.
Secretary.
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air-tig-

air-tig-
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p. oi. Rosary and benediction
owner when found.
the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p years.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Several
the
years
ago
storekeeper
u.
Belling goods to the hoboes for
Albuquerque, N. M.
Cathechism for English speaking began
cash.
He observed that the same 1st pub. May 14, last
pub. May 24, '12
hiidren on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on faces came in regularly, at intervals
10
for
of
a
or
more. Soon the tramps
month
a in.;
uturday
Spanish speak
Estray Advertisement
DC children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
began to ask for credit, and the store
Notice is
to whom it
u Saturday at 9 a m.
keeper extended it. He found that in- may concernhereby given
that
the
in
de
came
following
and
the
paid
tramp
variably
scribed estray animal was taken up by
renCHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR his bill on his next return to the
or if he were out on a long N. Aubert, Stanley, N. M.
30W8 Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor dezvous,
One dark brown horse,
trip, a money order would be sent for
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun the amount He has dealt with the black tail
and mane, about 9 years
man 1:30, shifting population for nearly 30 old,
lay excepted. Second
weighing about 900 lbs., 15 hands
erinon In English, hymn rendered years, and declares he has never lost high.
with one.
ft the children under the direction a cent from a bad account
Branded
if the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass He does not know the names of his
acas
are
On left thigh
tt 10:30 a m., sermon In Spanish customers, exceptfallows they the road
costed by their
by
Said animal being unknown tr. thi
rom 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4 names
acthey bear, and. most of the
benediction
of the Blessed
Sacra counts are kept in the storekeeper's Board, unlees claimed by owner on or
before June 5, 1912, said date
sent. At the New Mexico Hospital mind.
being
pick.
10 days after last anrmamn.
r t.i.
mass
the
fourtl:
'or
Insane
every
We cannot cover our (arms with an
advertisement said estray will b, sold
Troublesome Moose of Main.
protector, but in every way Sunday by the pastor.
uy mis uoard for the benefit of the
In our power we should shut off evapHancock county, which is In southFIRST METHODI8T EPISCOPAL eastern Maine, is suffering a plague owner when found.
oration. The high winds, the dry air
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
and the hot sun all combine to take :hurch Cot. Eighth street and Na of moose and up around the headthe moisture from our soil Just when tonal avenue, hi. C. Anderson, pastor waters of Union river and in the reAlbuquerque, N. M.
we need it most.
schoe at 9:45. Preaching at gion of Saponlc and Nlckalous lakes 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
Sunday
reason
the
one
why
That it
great
the people who stay on farms the year
11 o'clock
Epworth League at 6:45; around
forest condition brought about by the
are calling for help.
Estray Advertisement
cool shady protection of the corn field, evening preaching service at 8:00.
summer the animals did seriLast
Notice is hereby "riven tr vhnm u
A cordial invitation is extended to
leave our corn land with ao much
ous Injury to farm crops. This winter,
11
more moisture in it than open roadwho have no other place of wnt it appears, they have yarded in and may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up
ways or grain fields.
4hip to attend divine service at this fed upon varieties of slash that seemby
F. M. Goodin, Three
The cultivation, too. tends to take bnrch.
reed to be the honest pioneer's last
Rivers, N. M.
lb place of the oiled roadway. For
one two year old red mot.
source. One farmer writes the state
this reason, too, our grains should be
commissioners of Inland fisheries and tley faced, yellow snot on loft .m
FIRST
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
be
as
possible
put in early and as soon
, game to the effect that several years heifer, weighing 500 lbs., and i
made to shade and protect the surface Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Qulg-gln- ago he bought a tract of 200 acres oi
high.
Pastor.
soil.
wild land with the Intent to go over
Branded
when
Involved
m.
10:00
a.
is
Bible
school.
The same principle
It annually and cut out hoop poles,
On right hip
tro some soils some seasons the grain
11 a m. Communion and preach- He did that once.
floes so much better for being lightly ing service.
Branded
Then, as he expresses it, about the
harrowed when two Inches or so high.
7:45 p. m. Prayer time that thousands of sprouts came
On right shoulder
Wednesday,
haror
disked
It is. why lightly
sharply
up "the moose came in," destroyed
and
workers'
conference.
meeting
corn
rowed Btubble land grows better
the sprouts "and continue annually to
r grain If thus treated the moment
Ear mark
destroy at least $200 of poles besides
ST. PAUL'8 MEMORIAL CHURCH, the
the snow Is off. Anything and everyAnd this man and hia
growth."
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National neighbors, have no redress short of th
Said animal being unknown tn thi
thing that will tend to prevent the
of subsoil moisture will tend just Avenue.
ultimate gun, since, though a state Board, unless claimed bv ovnr nn nr
as strongly to give us a good crop and
Fifth Sunday after Easter, May 2. law provides reimbursement for crop before June 5, 1312, said date
neing
a certain one. Evaporation should be
Communion 7:30; Sunday retool damages inflicted by deer, moose do to days after last appearance ci this
Holy
our
in
power.
headed off in every way
not figure in this way in any statute.
advertisemenL said estray will be sold
It is 11k letting our money run to 9:45; morning prayer and sermon
Boston Transcript.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Monday, Tuesday and Wedwast to let our soil moisture get away 11:00.
owner when found.
?rom us.
nesday, Rogation Day, prayers
lor
those to be admitted to Holy Orders.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
FARM VALUES MAKE SHOWING Thursday, Ascension Day, Holy Cm-n- i
Albuquerque, N. M.
Smith That horse nearly kicked 1st pub.
union 10:30.
May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
y '
out
of me, and yet, when you
liver
the
gSkagat Vatuea of Land In Arid and
sold him to me, you said ne wouldn't
eUnUAPIV "KeSRwar HavenWe- - f -BKPTIST C'rfllRCH.
Tlnmor Mala harm a flea.
Estray Advertisement
Remarkable Advance.
avenue and Sixth street. Rev. N. B.
Horse Dealer Well, you ain't ne
Notice is hereby given to whom ft
flea, are you?
freen, Pastor.
may concern that the following de
The arid and semi-ariregions
11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
at
Preaching
scribed
in
farm
estray animal was taken up by
remarkable
make a
showing
Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third
Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A. term as mayor, Omaha,
Southwestern
Irri. Land & Power Co.,
values, according to the United State oi.
Nebr.,
again
census. A bulletin Isued by the cen- VT. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p. was successful In receiving the over- Los Lunas, N. M.
sus bureau shows that the aggregate m. The public Is invited.
One old sorrel horse.
whelming support of the voters in the
value of farm land in the sections
primary election. He also successfulBranded
enorThis
aamed is 110,488,000,000.
FIRST SEVENTH DAY ADVENT-1S- ly rid himself of a bad oasc of kidney
On right hip
mous value is all the more remarkable
trouble by the aid of Pole Kidney
C. McReynolds,
CHURCH
pas
because of the contrast with the tor.
"I
Foland
writes:
have
taken
Pills,
Branded
Regular services In the Chris ey Kidney Pills and they have given
$3,249,000,000 indicated by the census
tlon
On lept hip
corner
of
Main
and
church,
of
land
1900.
in
of
farm
The value
me a great deal of relief, so I cheerthe arid and semi-ariregions in 1910 Eighth street Sabbath school at 2 fully recommend them." What Foley
Said animal being unknown to this
was nearly half that of all farm land p. m., every Sabbath
Pills have done for Mayo.
(Saturday) Kidney
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
.....
In the United States ten years before preaching at 3 p. m. All who are in
do
will
for
other
any
hPy
that year. Whether values of this terested In Bible study are cordially person bothered with backache, rheu- before June 5, 1912, said date being
inkind in other parts of the country
matism, or any other form of kidnej 10 days after last appearance of this
invited to attend.
or bladder trouble. Just try them :or advertisement, said estray will besold
creased In the same proportion or not.
it is evident that they made a big adquick and permanent results. O. G. by this Board for the benefit of the
FIR8T PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Co.
vance, and from It all one may form
owner when found.
an Idea of the vast growth In the Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
venue and Tenth street
country's wealth from this source.
Estray Advertisement
Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It 1st
Morning worship and sermon at 11
pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
o'clock. Bible study and Sunday may concern that the following deschool session at 9:45 a. m. Young scribed estray animal v?s.
syri up by
tray Advertisement
Dallas B. Jones, Carlsbad.
People's Society at 7 p. m.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
One gray horse about 13
The church extends a most hearty
Invitation to all people. Strangers hands high, weighing about 650 lbs., may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
and sojourners In the city especially ten or 14 yeara old.
Candido
Chavez, Casa Salazar.
welcomed.
Branded
One bay horse, 15 years
On left hip
4 feet 5 inches
old,
high,
CHRISTIAN 8CIENCE
SOCIETY
Said animal being unknown to this 400 lbs., swallow fork both weighing
ears.
morn
services
Regular
every Sunday
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
ng at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even before June 5, 1912, said date
being
One left shoulder
Continued care In handling the ng at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall
10 days after last appearance of this
success.
of
Is
the
price
dairy products
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold
A dairy cow should be allowed to
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas by this Board for the benefit of the
rest from six to eight weeks before avenue
On left hip
and Ninth street, S. Peiper, owner when found.
freshening.
Said
animal being unknown to this
Wnere dairying is not practiced the rabbt
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Services and sermon every Frldas
calf will have also to pay for keeping
Albuquerque, N. M.
the cow a year.
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chll 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12 before June 5, 1912, said date being
stock-fee10 days after last
The mangel is excellent for
appearance of this
iren and Sabbath school every Satur
being greatly relished by milk lay morning at 10 o'clock.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
cows in winter.
by this Board for the benefit of the
The best market for skim milk on
owner when found.
SHILOH
BAPTIST
CHURCH
Cor
afforded
by good dairy
the farm is
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenuee
calves and quick growing pigs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Sweet corn is one of the very best Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
1st
14.
a
last pub. May 24, '12
as
to
pub.
feed
May
to
soiling
grow
crops
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by
crop to the dairy cows in summer.
m
the
Sunday school 9:45 a
Just after the cow has freshened B. Y.pastor;
Esiray Advertisement
P. U., 3 p. m. All are welcome
she should have the same feeds she
Notice is hereby given to whom it
to attend these service.
has been given previous to calving.
may concern that the following deIt should be remembered that the
scribed estray animal was taken up by
in
Increased
solids
be
milk cannot
LUTHERAN CHURCH-Germ- an
Lu
Southwestern Irri. Land & Power Co.,
and in fat by the feeding of rich food. theran services will be held a week
Los Lunas.
To feed cows profitably without
sort of protein, from this Sunday, In the Sunday school
some home-growTwo chestnut sorrel mares.
sruch as the leguminous bays, Is diff- room of the Presbyterian church, be
Branded
8
p. m. Everybody wel
icult.
ginning at
On left thigh
It is best to reduce the milk pro- come. Please remember the date, May
Our Ice is made from; Pure distilled
cow
will
a
mature
so
that
Said animal oeing unknown to this
food,
ducing
26.
water, free from germs and as Board, unless claimed
dry and rest for s month to six weeks
by owner on or
healthful as can be. There is no before June 5,
before calving.
1912, said date being
mata
Successful dairying is largely
danger of contracting disease from 10 days after last
of this
our ice, but the beneficial results idvertisement said appearance
ter of securing cheap feed, as well as
mm
will be sold
vs
afti ran avuBViA
estray
one
method
of
TrrTi
is
silo
The
cows.
good
from the use of It are many. Order
by this Board for the benefit of the
economizing on feed.
some today;
una
qii
"I'iia
it will be delivered owner when found.
cows.
These most
Be goi to the
M
promptly.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
TJg
useiul animals are a safe Investment
joj l'M"-"- l IHI nv
earaimra
off
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
imv
y.
not
do
fsscs
go
They
Albuquerque, N. M.
ner and die of cholera
Hhone 227 m!ii.
1st pub. May 14.
rmh. May 24. '12
.10
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OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Meets first and third Fridays in
Masonic Temple Mrs. T. ft Bowen.
Worthy Matron; Jamas O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 829, 120

RAN8FORD

2.

B.

8s

Wanted

P. O. ELKS Meets second
M
fourth Tuesday eceniny or
month at O. R. 0 hll
'lstn
G
brother are cordially
D
H. Hunker, Exalud Hubr
Condon. Secretary

WANTED People to try the three
Grand avenue
day liquor cure. Call on Mrs. Gat-liof the Gatlin Institute of TriniF. O. E. Meets first and third Tns
NO.
dad, Colo. Located at 938 Colum- FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
day evenings each month, at Wood10J Meet every Monday night at
bia avenue.
man ball. Visiting Brothers corO. R C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
dially Invited to attend. A. 11
TRUSTWORTHY MEN or women 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
Adler. President; E. C. Ward. Seccordially welcome. 2. E. Gehring,
wanted as local representatives of
retarypresident; 3. T. Buhler, secretary;
High-clas- s
responsible manufacturer.
C. H. Baily, treasurer.
merchandise and clean selling
ATTOKNEY8
methods. $12.00 per week guaranteed on easy conditions, with pos- MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
HUNKER A HUNKER
Meet in the forest of brother), Geo. H Hunker
sibility of $30.00 and advance. ExChester A. Hunk
love at Woodmen of the Wort'
perience not necessary.
at Law.
ManufacAttorneys
hall, on the second and fourth Fr La Vevas.
turer, Box 278, Philadelphia
New Mexi
day of each month at 8 p. m C. Cls
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk, vir
TWO SALESMEN wanted to work
10CAI TIME CARD
Ing neighbors are especially ws
country trade, $25 weekly salary and
come and cordially invited
$5 per day while traveling. Los AnEAST BOUND
geles Products Co., St. Louis, Mo.
I, Arrive
LODGE
DORADO
NO.
EL
Bspm
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets No. 2
9:10 p. m
SALESMEN to sell merchants sales
1:16 p. m
v
very Monday
No. 4.... 11:06 p m
11:10 p. sl
and order books; large demand; libning in Castle Hall No. 8
1:16 a. m
1:26 a
eral commissions; samples free.
Visiting Knights art No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
Oeder Thomsen Co., Chicago.
2:10 p. m
invited.
cordially
Chas. E. Llebsoh
WE8T BOUND
R&nt
nler, Cha n e e 1 1 o i No. 1
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m
Commander. Harry No. 3
FOR RENT Suite
of
6:10 a m
6:15 p. m
furnished
Martin, Keeper
rooms for light
No. 7
4:40 p. m
4:50 p. it
housekeeping.
WJJr
Records and Seal.
Good location. Price right. Cutler
No. 9
6:85 p. m
7:00 p. m
Brothers.

For

frD

d

FOR RENT
Two
houses.
Charles Ilfeld Company.

To-wi- t:

d

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

ire

n

To-wi- t:

ltI
S aliSdHOiKO
V"1-al-H- ,)
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w

RETAIL PRICES

See

tOOO lbs. or Mora, Eaeii Delivery
LOSS lb, to 2,008 lbs, Eaoh Delivery

Far
FOR SALE A new

10

room

adobe

house, East side, lot 75x100 feet,
good corrugated iron barn, $1750.00.

Lots and barn alone worth the money. Will rent the same subject to
sale for $15.00 per month. A long
list of other bargains on our books.
H. S. Van Petten, Insurance Agency, Phone Vegas, 379, Bridge St.

pr

20c
26c par
80c par
40o par
50c par

288 lb, t 1,00 !ba, Eaci DsBvsry
68 lbs. to 20t b.. Eaoh D livery
La
Than SO lbs.. Each Dative

1SS lb.
108 Iba
188 lb
188 tba
108 lb

AGU A PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

BABY

CHICKS Pure bred S. C.
Reds 10c. Chicks from selected
stock 15c. All strong, vigorous
chicks.
Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage
City Kan.

FOR SALE Brown
Seventh street.

Leghorns.

ANT Ads
Are Best

905

Market Finders

FOR SALE

Automobile, five passenger Buick good as new, can be seen

at East Las Vegas Auto and
chine shop.

A

Ma-

bargain if taken at

once.
FOR

SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
batv chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

Miscellaneous
ANYONE interested in the three day

liquor cure can call at
bia or telephone Main

938 Colum351.

Classified ads. search out the peoole to whom among aU
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is "WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
tort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

THE Gallatin three day liquor cure
is a guaranteed cure. No bad afEstray Advertisement
ter effects. 938 Columbia or teleNotice Is hereby given to whom it
phone Main 351.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Poor appetite is a sure sign of im- J. M. Vigil, Quests, N. M.
paired digestion. A few doses of
One 2 year old mare, sorChamberlain's Stomach and Liver rel, weighing six hundred lbs., 4 feet
Tablets will strengthen your diges- high.
tion and improve your appetite. ThouBranded
sands have been benefited by taking
On right hip
these Tablets. Sold by all dealers.
Said animal being unknown to this
It would surprise yon to know or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
the great good that is being done by before June 5, 1912, said date being
Chamberlain's Tablets. Darius Dow- 10 days after last appearance of this
ney, of Newberg Junction,
N. p,., advertisement, said estray will be sold
writes "My wife has been using by this Board for the benefit of the
Chamberlain's Tablets and finds them owner when found.
very effectual and doing he" lots of
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
good." Tf you have any trouble with
o- - bowels
a
Albuquerque, N. M.
stomach
your
give them
trlnl Vnr 1 by all dealers
1st pub. May 14, last pub. llay 24, '12
To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Juan Lucero, Villa Nueva, N. M.
t:
One 8 year old bay mare.
Branded
To-wi-

On left shoulder

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or

before June 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of tho
owner when found.
CATTLE

1st pub. May

SANITARY

BOARD,

Albuquerque, N.

14,

last

The Optic print

M.

pub. May 24, '12

all the news.

IAS

VEQAS DAILY OWI

to be offended. I hare brothers who
are anarchists and see no cause why
you should not have relatives who are
Zapatista."

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
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I Mayor Gay nor
I As a Champion I
Of Liberty
l- -

jc-c-

Anglo-Portugue-

-- HH-1--H

-

HVIM
HOW'S THIS?

M

Lisbon, Portugal, May 18. The gov- - lae to begin an Inquiry and to put
TAX PAYMENTS.
cruel treatment
ernment Is greatly disturbed over re-- 1 40,1 end to
Notice
is
The
British
and
hereby given that all unPortuguese govern
which have broken out at Timor
vol:
ments are now in negotiations for the paid taxes of A. D. 1911, will become
H-- I
I I I M- i I
I
(Malay Archlpelagoi, Macao (China),
i
protection of the port of Lisbon. The delinquent on Jdbe 1, 1912, and on
One of the greatest of the reforms
Goa (Portuguese
India), and Bihe idea is to make it a strong basis for and after July 1, 1912, will he sub
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the
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dry all
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We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any cam of Catarrh that
cannot he cured by Hail'a Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO,
Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, hare known

COAL AMD WOOD

WRITE

F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
In all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Inter
Toledo, O
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
sttpation.

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
D. W.CONDON
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Mrs. Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. M..
had ao severe a cough that it nearly
choked her to death. Mr Allen aaya:
"We tried many things without helping her when by good luck 1 got a bot
tle or F"oley a Honey and Tar Compound. It helped her at once and finally cured her. It Is the best medicine we ever used." O. O. Shaefer,
Red Cross Drug Co.

Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Raynolds;Viee President

Stephen

Henry Ferris, Hadar, Nebr., is the
of ten children and for the
past
20 years has used Foley's
Honey and
Tar Compound with the beat
of results. He tells us: "I think
Foley's
and
Honey
Tar Compound is the best
cough medicine In the world for I
have used it for the past 20
and
can recommend It to anyoneyears
needing
a oough remedy." O. g. Shaefer,
Red
Cross Drug Co.

father

B.

Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier

Davit Vice President

H. Erie Hoke Aast Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

J. E. McKeen,
1301
Cleveland
street, Wichita. Kansas, reports:
1
suffered from kidney
had
troub,
pains across my back, and was
all played out I began taking Foley
Kidney Pills and soon there was a decided improvement Finally the pain
left entirely and I am fully cured of
all my kidney trouble." O. G. Shhae-fer- ,
Red Cross Drug Co.
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WON'TYOUJOINUS!
''We are going to have a few ccngenial people over

tonight. Won't you and your good wife join us? Mrs.
Small and I will be delighted to have you."
Invitations by Bell Telephone often take the place of
more formal written invitations.

EVERY BELL TELEPHONE IS A LONG

DIS-

TANCE STATION.

MOUNTAIN STATES
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TELEGRAPH CO
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It is rumored that William Buck
Qraduatioif gifts of many kinds at
prices to suit all purses. A. P. Moran ley of Raton will be one of the at
521 H Sixth street
laches of the Jack Johnson training
camp. Mr. Buckley is a well known
The Las Vegas Medical society will promoter and hU presence In Las Ve
a dinner tonight at the Casta- - gas will be thoroughly enjoyed by his
give
Regular dance at Armory tonight
neda hotel In honor of Or. John D many friends.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon Hess, who hks been a member of tne
The case of Elizabeth K. Longwill
society for several years.
at the Opera Bar.
and others, vs. M. W. Mills of Spring
Jack
entertain
will
Herman
Ifeld
N. M., was on hearing in chambers
er,
Nothing nicer for the girl graduate
than a box of fine stationery. Mur Curley, Jim Flynn, Arthur Greiner before Judge Leahy yesterday and
a number of local boxing enthu- today. This case has been pending
phey'a drug store has a splendid line. and
siasts and boosters of the
on the docket of Mora oounty since
match at dinner this evening. 1889. and 1b a suit brought by the
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
executors of tue" Robert h. Longwill
in the wood. Direct from distillery
The household goods of Mrs. F. H. estate against M. W. Mills on a note
to yon. At the Lobby, cf count
Pierce were shipped today to Owens-boro- given by Mills to Longwill, during nis
Send her a box of Llggett's
Ky., where Mrs. Pierce and her lifetime, for $7,000.
Mills claims an
for her graduation gift. It's the on, Frederick Pierce, Jr., will re- off-se- t
for attorney's fees to more
purest and best candy made. Fresh side. They will leave tomorrow af- than the amount of the note and in
at Murpley's drug store.
ternoon on train No. 10.
terest. Owing to the illness of Judge
E. V. Long, attorney for Mills, fur
The Las Vegas troop of Boy Scouts
Hello!
Where are you going?
ther hearing in the case was postpon
To the White Kitchen to get a good will banquet Tuesday evening in the ed until
May 23.
25c meal. Home cooking.
Open day social rooms on the Y. M. C. A. A
number of prominent business men
and night
At the instigation of Mayor Robert
will be present at the affair and will
J.
Taupert, the cottonwood tree on
A fountain pen makes
a useful talk on subjects of interest and bene- Sixth
street in front of the Cellars
graduation gift for the young man fit to the boys. Among the speakers
store, has been cut down.
dry
goods
H.
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be
George
Springer,
graduate. A good assortment at Murwas one of the old land
old
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KInkel, president of the association
phey's drug store.
marks
of
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East side, having been
men
of
and other
prominence.
set out by Mr. Sobbers, one of the
There is no business as profitable
The case of Juan Mondragon vs. early merchants in Las Vegas, in the
or none bo healthful as stock farming
Mora year 1880. At the time it was plantFelicita
Mondragon, divorce,
in the mountains. I have several good
ed the residents of the Meadow City
stock ranches for sale very cheap. K. county, was on trial before Judge
did not know whether Sixth street
are
three
There
Wesner, 612 Lincoln avenue, East Leahy this morning.
would be a residence
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divorce
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children
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N.
lias Vegas,
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and
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for
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ceeding, the father and
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of a big tree in the main busicusdecree
the
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For sale, residence, 1016 Fifth wanting
ness street of the city. Mr. Taupert,
street, 3 lots, 6 rooms and bath. Fur- tody of the children to them. No
before ordering the tree cut down,
is
nished or unfurnished,
good cellar property of any consequence
spoke to a number of people In that
and
Cheap if taken in
section
of the city, none of whom exthe next few days. Dr. E. L. Ham- pressed
any objection to the removal
contractor,
the
W.
Smith,
mood.
Richard
of the landmark. However, some of
will leave tomorrow for Albuquerjue
the old timers regret that the action
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Those receiving the largest number brickwork
been chopped down, as it marks the
of votes by June 12, will receive the dian school. Mr. Smith will have
of something which existed
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were young and gay.
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be
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and
child over ten years old is eligible for
rethe doll. The Browne and Photoplay enough to see the work started,
theaters.
turning to this city to complete the
If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
brick work on the residence of C. W. DEMOCRATIC SITUATION
Record books, graduation cards, G. Ward.
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
dainty gift books, lnftiaT stationery,
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an
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Steele, colored, was arrested ton made It clear that none of thein
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Coles and Night Officer Murphy on
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respective
NOTICE.
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street and stealing an R. and H., 38 in the convention and primaries still
Asparagus Tips
All persons knowing themselves to caliber, revolver. The woman was to be held.
June Peas
be indebted to me will please call caught with the goods on her and this
The democratic convention will con
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of
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and settle by May 25. Dr. E. L.
morning, when arraigned Before Judge sist of 1,094 delegates. Under the
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